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Abstract
Stream processing systems receive continuous streams
of messages with raw information and produce streams
of messages with processed information. The utility of a
stream-processing system depends, in part, on the accuracy
and timeliness of the output. Streams in complex event pro-
cessing systems are processed on distributed systems; sev-
eral steps are taken on different processors to process each
incoming message, and messages may be enqueued between
steps. This paper deals with the problems of distributed dy-
namic control of streams to optimize the total utility pro-
vided by the system. A challenge of distributed control is
that timeliness of output depends only on the total end-to-
end time and is otherwise independent of the delays at each
separate processor whereas the controller for each proces-
sor takes action to control only the steps on that processor
and cannot directly control the entire network.
This paper identiﬁes key problems in distributed control
and analyzes two scheduling algorithms that help in an ini-
tial analysis of a difﬁcult problem.
1. Introduction
Stream-processing systems process, transform, corre-
late, and react to streams of messages. This functionality
allows an on-demand enterprise to react to opportunities and
threats in a timely manner. These systems adapt to changes
in the relative importance of the different streams, the rates
at which messages arrive, the processing requirements, the
queue sizes and the numbers of the event sources. In many
cases, the amount of processing and data requires that the
system be distributed over a grid of servers [8].
The hardware resources of the system are represented by
an undirected graph where the vertices represent processors
and the edges represent communication links. The stream-
ing computation is represented by a directed graph, where
each vertex is an indivisible computation step and each edge
represents a ﬂow of information between the steps. A sys-
tem typically has many streams and thus the steps of stream
processing are represented by a collection of graphs. The
resource management problem is two-fold: (1) Map the
stream processing graphs on to the resource graph, and (2)
given this mapping, design distributed control policies to
optimize the overall utility of the system with robust perfor-
mance in an uncertain and changing environment. Stream
graphs are re-mapped to the resource graph much less fre-
quently than changes in dynamic control parameters.
Control theory offers tools that help meet these require-
ments. Issues of robustness and adaptability have been dealt
with for decades in engineering and control design.
In this paper, we outline algorithms for scheduling
streams in a distributed stream processing system. In such
a system, many data-stream processing applications are dis-
tributed among several servers. At each server, a decision
must be made on what jobs must be processed when. The
selection decision depends on the cost functions deﬁned for
each ﬂow. These functions correspond to the business ap-
plication constraints. A change in scheduling policy at a
server in a distributed system can cause changes in back-
logs at that server and in servers downstream. The impact
of changes in policies can be complex when the system has
a number of streams mapped to networks of resources, es-
pecially because of queuing effects. Using a greater fraction
of a server to process a stream with a critical response time
may hurt rather than help the overall utility of the system
because the messages from the stream may merely get en-
queued downstream. This may be thought of as a ”hurry
up and wait” policy. By contrast, using more of the server
to lower-utility streams can help overall utility provided the
downstream resources for this stream are not congested.
Specifying a policy for a single central controller that
has all the information about the entire system is easier than
specifying policies that coordinate multiple controllers for
each server or a group of servers. A central controller does
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not scale well with the number of servers.
The problem of distributed control of networks to maxi-
mize utility is difﬁcult. This paper makes three preliminary
contributions to this complex subject that requires much
more study: (1) the paper identiﬁes critical problems in
distributed control , (2) a Markov model is proposed and
analyzed for a simple case, and the difﬁculties of getting
closed-form product-form solutions are explored, and (3)
a simple distributed control algorithm based on economic
concepts, such as marginal costs and beneﬁts is presented.
We made several assumptions in the development of
these algorithms so that we could analyze them and under-
stand relationships between critical parameters. The side-
affects of join and split operator semantics are not consid-
ered. The overhead of feedback is not considered. We as-
sume that each feedback message is small. Simple models
help in providing insights for the future development of ad-
vanced distributed control.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a problem deﬁnition and identiﬁes critical issues
in distributed control of networks that show why simplify-
ing assumptions are necessary to get tractable models. Sec-
tion 3 outlines a scheduling algorithm based on a processor
sharing scheme in a single and multi-server environments.
Section 4 describes the marginal cost-based scheduling al-
gorithm. Section 5 discusses experimental results. Finally,
we provide conclusions, discussion of the future research
and the related work in sections 6, 7 and 8, respectively.
2. Problem Deﬁnition
In this paper, we assume that the data-stream process-
ing application consists of a set of user-deﬁned, computa-
tion ﬂows F . Each computation ﬂow fi is represented by
a directed acyclic graph with each node representing an in-
divisible step of the computation. The ﬂows are distributed
between a set of servers with communicating channels be-
tween servers. The servers and channels are represented by
a directed graph. Our system assumptions are similar to the
one presented in Jin et al. [19], Abadi et al. [1] and Babu et
al. [5]. For the purposes of this paper, the mapping of ﬂows
to servers is assumed to be given.
A single server may contain several processing steps of
different ﬂows (local ﬂows). These local ﬂows compete for
resources. We assume that the message arrival is a non-
uniform, random process. This leads to messages being
queued up at each server. Control policies determine which
messages to process next given estimates about the state of
the total system.
Associated with each stream i is a quality of service
functions (QoS), qi(x) where x is the end to end delay for
messages in this stream and qi determines the utility of a
message with delay x. Generally, the greater the delay x
the lower the utility; however, the manner in which utility
decreases with increasing delay depends on the application
for which the stream is used. The delay for the resulting
events is measured as follows. A message entering the sys-
tem is timestamped. Each operator in a data ﬂow takes sev-
eral input messages and produces zero or more messages as
deﬁned in Babcock et al. [4], Jin et al. [19] or Abadi et
al. [1]. An output message carries the highest timestamp
from all messages used to create it. When the ﬁnal output
message arrives at a sink, the difference between the cur-
rent time and the timestamp is measured and this difference
is the end-to-end delay.
A few types of QoS functions used are shown in table 2.
Each of these types represents a different business scenario.
For example, the linear function represents a scenario when
the cost of the delay is proportional to the delay. Therefore,
minimizing the cost would result in proportional minimiza-
tion of the delay for all messages in the stream. The concave
function represents the case when the marginal cost of the
delay diminishes, the longer a message is delayed. In other
words, the user’s marginal beneﬁt for messages delayed for
a long time is negligible. The convex function represents
the case when the marginal cost of the delay increases the
longer a message is delayed. The sigmoid function is a
continuous equivalent of a step function, which represents
the case where delays up to some deadline x are not pe-
nalized much; however, if delays exceed the deadline, then
the penalty becomes very high. In general, we assume that
the QoS function can be any differentiable, non-decreasing
function.
We assume that all messages must be processed. We
can deal approximately with reordering schedulers that lose
messages for the case where the utility is a concave or sig-
moidal function of delay. A lost message is treated as a
message with inﬁnite delay. If messages can be reordered
then a lost message is merely one that will be delivered at
time inﬁnity.
The goal of scheduling is to maximize the long-term av-
erage of the utilities of the messages processed by all the
streams of the system. Messages arrive at the system, are
processed, and have an end-to-end delay and a correspond-
ing utility. The sum of the utilities of all the messages pro-
cessed by the system divided by the time in which the mes-
sages were processed is the utility per unit time provided by
the system. The goal is to maximize the average utility per
unit time, i.e.
1
|F | limt→∞
∑|F |
i=0
∑Nit
t=0 qi(d
i
t)
N it
where N it is the number of events received by the stream i
before time t and F is the set of ﬂows where the ﬂows are
indexed by i.
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Table 1. System deﬁntion
Parameters Description
si ∈ S Set of servers in a topology.
C Connectivity matrix for a topology,
where cij is a link capacity
between servers si and sj if such
link exists.
fi ∈ F Set of computation ﬂows, where each
ﬂow fi is a directed acyclic graph
with each node being an indivisible
computation step, s˜ki ∈ fi.
m(s˜ki) = sj A mapping function m that assigns
each step of each ﬂow to a server in
a topology.
Next we identify some characteristics of the distributed
controls problem. These characteristics help explain why
the problem is difﬁcult.
Firstly, the number of stream graphs may be large, and
the number of nodes per stream graph may be substantial.
Also, streams can ﬂow in different directions: downstream
for one stream can be upstream for another. For example,
stream A can ﬂow from server 1 to server 2 while stream B
ﬂows from server 2 to server 1.
Secondly, the queuing aspects complicate the control de-
cisions. We present a simple example to highlight some of
the queuing aspects of the problem. Consider a system with
3 queues and 2 streams. Stream A is ﬁrst served by server
1, and then by server 2. Stream B is also ﬁrst served by
server 1, but then it is next served by server 3. Thus server
2 serves only stream A while server 3 serves only stream
B. Suppose there is one job from stream A and one from
stream B in server 1, and suppose there are 100 jobs from
stream B in server 3 while server 2 is empty. If the costs
for both streams increase linearly, and costs for stream B
increase at a faster rate than costs for stream A, what is the
best policy? One approach is to have server 1 give prior-
ity to stream B because it has higher cost; however, rapid
completion of the job on server 1 may merely cause it to
wait in the queue for server 3. By contrast, completing a
stream A job on server 1 will allow this job to be processed
immediately on server 2.
If, however, jobs take a long time on server 1, then by
the time a stream B job is completed by server 1, the queue
of jobs for server 3 may have been ﬁnished, allowing this
job to be processed immediately. Thus the control policy is
based on the likelihood of jobs that are ﬁnished upstream
being processed without queuing delays downstream.
A reasonable control policy is to use controls based on
the total number of jobs downstream. If there are a 1000
B jobs downstream and only 10 A jobs downstream, then
completing an A job before a B job is more likely to allow
the completedA job to be processed rather than merely have
the B job enqueued downstream. Such a control policy is
not effective for 3 reasons: (1) it doesn’t take into account
new jobs that may arrive in the future, (2) it doesn’t deal
with the distribution of job service times and (3), the op-
timal control policy depends on which downstream queues
are large and which are small. In general, the problem is
an inﬁnite horizon, inﬁnite continuous state Markov deci-
sion process. We don’t formulate the problem as a decision
process here but evaluate simpler versions of this problem.
Now, we present two approaches for QoS-based schedul-
ing in a distributed stream processing environment. The
ﬁrst approach is based on a processor sharing scheme and
uses a centralized optimization algorithm to reduce sys-
tem delay (section 3). The second approach uses feed-
back control to provide local scheduling with information
needed to properly adjust local ﬂow priorities (section 4).
These algorithms are preliminary efforts of understanding
issues in distributed control of networks to maximize delay-
dependent utilities.
3. Processor Sharing-based Scheduling
The ﬁrst algorithm, we present here is based on the pro-
cessor sharing scheme. In the literature, processor-sharing
schedules give 1/k of a processor to each job when there are
k jobs in the queue for that processor (k > 1). In this pa-
per, by processor sharing we mean that all the streams share
the processor according to weights assigned to stream; the
proportion that each stream gets is independent of the num-
ber of jobs of that stream waiting for service. Each stream
i is assigned a share, pi ∈ [0, 1] of the processor, such that∑n
j=0 pj = 1. Then, the percentage of the machine given
to a stream i is
ωi =
pi∑m
j=0 pj
where m is a number of streams whose queue is not empty.
The processor is divided only between the streams for
which there are messages waiting. The processor is not
kept idle in reserve for messages that may come later from
a stream.
The mathematical analysis of systems in which a fraction
of a server is reserved for each stream is straightforward and
yields closed-form solutions. By contrast, when a server’s
time is not assigned to an empty stream, the analysis does
not yield closed-form solutions. Reserving a fraction of a
server for a stream that is empty is not the optimal policy if
preempting and resuming a job has no overhead. Therefore,
we don’t deal with the reservation case in this paper except
to mention that bounds on how badly the reservation policy
is can be calculated and are proportional to the number of
streams.
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Table 2. Types of QoS functions
Linear QoS Convex QoS
q(x) = a ∗ x + b q(x) = xab
0
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
0.5 250.5 500.5 750.5 1000.5
0.00
20.00
40.00
60.00
80.00
100.00
120.00
140.00
160.00
0.5 3 5.5 8 10.5 13
Sigmoidal QoS Concave QoS
q(x) = loga(b ∗ x + c) q(x) = w1+e(a−x/b)
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
0.5 25.5 50.5 75.5 100.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
0.5 175.5 350.5 525.5 700.5 875.5 1050.5
Given, this processor sharing algorithm, what are the val-
ues of p1, ..., pn such that the expected cost for each ﬂow is
minimized? To determine these values, we represent the
algorithm as a continuous-time Markov process. In this
model we assume that the arrival processes for each stream
is an independent Poisson process and that the service times
are independent exponential random variables. The states of
the process are determined by each ﬂow’s queue sizes. The
transition rates are based on the expected inter-arrival rates,
expected service rates and the shares.
The state of a server is an n-tuple, where n is the num-
ber of streams, where the k-th element of the tuple is the
number of jobs from stream k waiting for service from that
server. For every state there is a transition due to the arrival
of one job from each stream. The rate of transitions due
to the arrival of a job from stream k is λk. For every state
with at least one job from stream k at the server, the rate
at which the stream is served is ωk, and hence the rate at
which it leaves the server is ωkμk where μk is the rate at
which it leaves the server if stream k is the only stream at
this server.
Once the process is deﬁned, we can ﬁnd equilibrium
probabilities (πQ = 0). From the equilibrium probabili-
ties, the expected queue lengths are calculated. Then, by
Little’s Law, we can compute the expected delay. Since the
delays are distributed nearly exponentially, we can evalu-
ate the expected cost under given shares, p1, ..., pn to a ﬁrst
approximation using the formula below.
Costi =
cD∑
i=0
re−riqi(i) where r =
1
D
where D is the average delay from the Markov model
and qi is a QoS function for stream i.
It should be noted that the evaluation of the equilibrium
probabilities is computationally intensive if done using the
standard algorithms since the model has billions of states.
For example, the number of states for the model of ﬁve
queues whose queue size does not exceed ten is 105. And
therefore the size of the Q-matrix is 1052.
We have created a fast, small-memory approximation al-
gorithm for the invariant probability evaluation. First, we
note that we can convert the Q-matrix into the P -matrix
containing transition probabilities instead of rates.
p(Si, Sj) =
t(Si, Sj)∑n
k=0 t(Si, Sk)
Then, we can represent the P -matrix implicitly using the
formula above. The invariant probabilities can be found by
performing the iteration algorithm:
πtP = πt+1.
Moreover, πt can be represented as a segment tree because
most elements of πt equal to zero and non-zero elements oc-
cur in consecutive subsequences. We further reduce the size
of πt by rounding down elements of πt that are within  of 0.
The detailed evaluation of this algorithm together with the
related proofs are too long to be presented in this paper and
may be found in Khorlin [20]. Here we merely state, with-
out proof, that the computational times are in the order of
seconds on laptops when the numbers of streams and max-
imum queue sizes are in the single digits. (By maximum
queue size we mean a size beyond which the queue grows
with very small probability.) The accuracy of the model for
maximum queue sizes that allow for rapid computation is
shown in ﬁgure 1.
With the model that can predict the impact of the param-
eter values on our scheduling, we can create an optimization
strategy to ﬁnd the optimal parameters for each server in a
topology. Since, the QoS function may not be convex, we
use a generic optimization scheme: genetic algorithms [39].
When the QoS function is convex, standard hill-climbing
solutions from the convex-programming literature can be
used to ﬁnd solutions with rapid computation times. When
the QoS function is concave or sigmoidal, there can be mul-
tiple local optima. Therefore we use genetic algorithms in
which the genome is a two dimensional array consisting of
p1, ..., pn for each server. And the genome evaluation func-
tion is our model. At the runtime, the system monitors the
parameters at each server (i.e. arrival and service rates).
When they change by more than , a re-optimization step is
triggered. This approach to scheduling is centralized. Cur-
rently, we are evaluating a distributed solution that performs
rounds of adjustments to shares on each server until the op-
timum is found.
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Figure 1. Markov chain model accuracy
4. Marginal Cost-based Scheduling
The processor sharing algorithm performs analysis based
on the expected stream statistics. However, if the stream
statistics change rapidly, such algorithms may not react fast
enough. Thus, we present an alternative scheduling scheme
that makes the scheduling decision at each Δt. For this
algorithm, we assume that the cost of switching between
the tasks is negligible.
In a single-server case, our scheduling algorithm works
as follows. At eachΔt, the algorithm inspects all unﬁnished
messages for all local ﬂows. The probability that a job in
stream i will leave in the next Δt is μiΔt if stream i has the
entire server to itself. The incremental cost of a message, as
speciﬁed by the QoS function, is the slope of the function
at time T , where T is the length of time the job has been in
the queue. Thus the incremental beneﬁt of serving this job
is:
μiΔt
dqk(x)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=Ti
where μi is the expected service time of the message. Ti is
the amount of time this message spent in the system. For
a message delivered to the end users, Ti, is the total delay
used to compute the ultimate cost.
Then, for the next Δt, the algorithm schedules a mes-
sage with the highest metric value. In a single server envi-
ronment, we have shown that this algorithm minimizes the
expected cost provided jobs can be preempted and resumed
with no overhead cost. In essence, the metric computes the
marginal cost of delaying a message for another Δt amount
of time. Thus, scheduling the message with the highest cost
minimizes the expected cost.
Our algorithm may result in messages being processed
out of order. In fact, in a single-server environment, we have
shown that if the function is convex, the scheduling policy
degenerates into ﬁrst come, ﬁrst serve scheduling (FCFS)
in which case, messages are processed in order. And if the
function is concave, the scheduling policy is last come, ﬁrst
serve preemptive resume (LCFS-PR) in which case mes-
sages may be processed out of order [20]. In some stream
processing systems, message reordering is not allowed [1].
When message reordering is not allowed, we modify our
scheduling algorithm .
The modiﬁed algorithm only selects messages from the
heads of the queues and uses a different selection metric.
The idea is to select that stream for which completion of a
job in the next incremental time interval has the maximum
payoff. The metric is
μiΔt(γ + φ)
where γ represents the marginal cost of delay similar to the
previous case, and
γ = mc(Ti)
mc(t′) =
dqi(x)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=t′
Δt
where φ represents the marginal cost due to the queue size.
When, message in the head of the queue is delayed all mes-
sages are delayed.
φ = δ(1, i)− δ(2, i)
δ(s, i) =
ni∑
j=s
(mc(Tj) + jμi−1)
The delay for each message in the queue is proportional to
the number of jobs between the current message and the
head of the queue scaled by the expected service time, μi−1.
Thus, the modiﬁed algorithm not only takes into account the
cost of delaying a message at the head of every queue, but
also considers the size of each queue.
In a multi-server environment, the scheduling algorithm
is modiﬁed. Local schedulers must estimate delays down-
stream. To deal with these downstream delays, we provide a
notion of the feedback information ω that is sent from down-
stream servers to upstream servers. This information ﬂows
in the opposite direction to the data messages and contains
an estimate of the current delay on a server. When a server
receives ω, it can adjust marginal cost computation as fol-
lows:
mc(t′) =
dqi(x)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=(t′+ω)
Δt.
This distributed scheduling approach can be viewed as
a feedback control system. Currently, the feedback, we are
using, consists of the cumulative expected service time for
all downstream servers (i.e. single integer). This feedback
does not take into account the queuing delays accurately.
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Table 3. Experiment parameters
Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Steam 1 Steam 2 Steam 1 Steam 2
λ−1 250 250 190 250
μ−1 100 100 100 70
[p1, p2] 1 10 4 7
qmax 44 11 33 13
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Figure 2. Scheduling in a single-server envi-
ronment
Queuing delays depend on the rate with which the schedul-
ing algorithm selects messages. This, in turn, changes the
behavior of the algorithm. Thus, there is a feedback loop
not only between a pair of servers in a network, but also be-
tween the local queues and the scheduling algorithm. In ad-
dition, queuing delays change rapidly. A meaningful way of
providing feedback is by accumulating statistics in a sliding
window. The size of this window impacts the scheduling
and vice-versa, creating another feedback loop. All these
issues complicate the development and analysis of the feed-
back algorithm.
Since service times are distributed exponentially, most
true service times are below the expected service time. The
expected service time metric overestimates the true service
time, and thus takes into account some amount of the queu-
ing delay. We have veriﬁed this hypothesis by making ω,
the true future service for each messages. Such a change in
the feedback did not result in better algorithm performance
[20]. We are continuing to work on adding more precise
information on queuing delays in feedback messages.
5. Experimental Results
The use of algorithms, such as ﬁrst-come-ﬁrst-served
and traditional processor-sharing that do not take into ac-
count QoS functions can be shown to be arbitrarily bad
compared with algorithms that take QoS functions into ac-
count. In these experimental studies, we next consider situa-
tions in which our algorithms do not perform exceptionally
well because this sort of analysis is more useful than the
analysis of situations in which QoS-based algorithms are
guaranteed to perform arbitrarily better. Now we show how
our algorithms perform in a single and multi-server envi-
ronments. The Ptolemy discrete-event simulator is used for
the performance evaluation [9]. We extended the Ptolemy
runtime with a set of custom components that execute the
scheduling algorithms we deﬁned.
We showed that the Markov process outlined in section
3 accurately predicts the delays of our processor sharing al-
gorithm. Two ﬂows are located on one server parameterized
as stated in table 3. The approximation is performed assum-
ing a certain limits on the queue sizes for each of these two
ﬂows. The ﬁrst set of experiments is performed on streams
with equal arrival rates. The second set of experiments had
streams with fast and slow arrival rates. The approxima-
tion error, as a percentage, is plotted in relation to the queue
size. Both sets of experiments show that the approxima-
tion is reasonably accurate (lower than 10% error) for queue
sizes greater than 12 (Figure 1).
In the second set of experiments, we ran our scheduling
algorithms on a single server. The server has two streams
with convex QoS functions. Stream 1 QoS is 2x2. And
stream 2 QoS is x3/200. The two QoS functions cross at
x = 400; stream 1 has higher cost for low values of x and
stream 2 has higher cost for high values of x. Convex QoS
functions represent the case when the greater delays result
in the greater cost. In this set of experiments, the arrival
rates and service rates for both streams are kept the same
and are slowly increased to raise utilization from 20% to
90%.
Figure 2 plots the percentage decrease in cost of the ad-
vantage of our algorithms over FIFO as a function of utiliza-
tion. As utilization increases, the advantage of all three al-
gorithms grows because the mean queue size increases. The
processor sharing algorithm slightly outperforms marginal
cost algorithms due to the fact that the selection of time in-
terval, Δt, effects the accuracy of our scheduling. Δt can-
not be made too small since it will result in inefﬁcient exe-
cution. Moreover, the reordering does not impact algorithm
performance because as is stated earlier, under increasing
QoS function both algorithms reduce to the same schedul-
ing policy.
In the third round of experiments, we ran our schedul-
ing in a two-server environment. The mapping of ﬂows to
servers is shown on ﬁgure 3. Flow 2 and 3 have linear QoS,
c ∗ x + 100 where c ∈ [0, 25]. Flow 1 has a sigmoidal
QoS, 100000
1+e15−x/10 . In each iteration of this experiment, we
increased the slope of the linear QoS, c, in order to change
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Flow 2 Flow 3
Flow 1
Figure 3. Experimental server topology
the trade-off between stream 1 and streams 2 and 3. In this
round, we show that our algorithm with feedback performs
better.
The results are shown on ﬁgure 4. Feedback improved
the behavior of the marginal cost-based scheduling. With-
out the feedback the scheduling delays messages on the ﬁrst
server so long enough, that maximum cost is reached on
the second server. With the feedback, the scheduling on
server 1 is aware that more processing for ﬂow 1 is still to
come, and so it prioritizes ﬂow 1 over ﬂow 2. The processor
sharing algorithm does not perform as well for two reasons.
The way we compute the cost from the predicted average
delay introduces an error and the genetic algorithm pro-
duces only near-optimal results. Secondly, scheduling with
no reordering does not beneﬁt from feedback, because with
no reordering the queue dynamics play larger role. Since,
the queuing delays are not captured in feedback messages,
the efﬁcacy is less compared to scheduling with reordering.
Lack of reordering complicates the analysis beyond the is-
sues outlined in section 4. A more extensive performance
evaluation can be found in Khorlin [20].
6. Conclusion
Stream processing systems create new demands for sys-
tem robustness, performance and adaptability. Concepts
from control systems has been shown to be effective not
only in the areas outside of computer science, but also for
design of new networking algorithms [27]. We have pre-
sented preliminary analysis of simple models that explore
some of the issues in distributed control of streams.
We presented two scheduling algorithms. One is an
open-loop algorithm based on queuing theory. And the
other is based on the distributed feedback control. These
algorithms were used to explore tradeoffs between different
parameters in distributed control.
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ronment
7. Future Work
A great deal of work needs to be done on models that
yield closed-form solutions or numerical solutions that can
be computed rapidly. Initially, understanding the behav-
ior of QoS based on delays under different control policies
needs to be understood and explored with even simplistic
models. Later, more sophisticated models that may not be
amenable to closed-form or numerically-rapid algorithms
should be developed and analyzed.
More importantly, we will combine distributed control
approaches with algorithms that map stream-processing
graphs on to hardware graphs [36]. Continuous adaptation
using control policies and occasional remapping of stream
graphs to hardware resource graphs form a coupled problem
because each part inﬂuences the other.
8. Related Work
In general, the area of scheduling is very extensive, espe-
cially, in the domains of operating systems and networking
[22, 24, 38]. Since our work is uniquely focused on dis-
tinct aspects of the distributed data-stream processing sys-
tems, we discuss only the work that is directly related to the
scheduling in a stream processing applications. A good de-
scription of the requirements for such systems is provided
in Bourbonnais et al. [8].
There are several stream processing systems that are be-
ing developed in the academia and industry. One of such
systems is SMILE (Smart-Middleware Light-Ends) that is
being developed at IBM Research [19]. SMILE introduces
a novel correctness guarantee that results in the simpliﬁed
operator semantics and the fault-tolerance algorithms. Also,
as part of the SMILE system, a novel resource allocation
algorithm is being developed, which uses queuing theory
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analysis. This analysis was another source of inspiration
for this work. Since SMILE is a distributed stream process-
ing system, the scheduling algorithms proposed in our work
can be easily implemented in the SMILE system.
Borealis is one of the ﬁrst stream processing system that
used the QoS functions to drive system performance. Bo-
realis is the second generation stream processing system
built as an extension to Aurora and Medusa systems. Bore-
alis allows users to deﬁne streaming computation and their
QoS requirements in a graphical fashion. There are sev-
eral novel algorithms proposed as part of Borealis that in-
clude scheduling and resource allocation. In Abadi et al.
[1], the design of the future Borealis system is presented.
It outlines the distributed scheduling algorithm that is being
developed for the next version of the system. The schedul-
ing strategy is based on the Aurora scheduling [10]. The
Aurora scheduling consists of several schemes to schedule
a set of query execution graphs with associated QoS con-
straints. Several metrics are presented in order to optimize
for different parameters including the cost of execution per
operator, latency and memory requirement. In case when
QoS are deﬁned, the operators are evaluated based on the
expected impact on utility. Thus, the scheduling is operator-
based and not ﬂow-based. In order to reduce the overhead,
scheduling decisions are made for a set of tuples rather than
on per-tuple basis.
In spirit, our approach is similar to the one described
in Abadi et al. [1] and [10], since our algorithm tries to
use auxiliary information that travels in messages to predict
message impact of the scheduling policy on the global QoS
objectives. However, our framework proposes to use feed-
back control to make local scheduling more adaptable and
to alleviate the need for several tiers of optimization algo-
rithms proposed in Abadi et al. [1]. Moreover, we also take
into account the effect of queuing. As was shown, queu-
ing can have a great impact on system performance and
must be taken into account by the scheduling algorithm to
achieve good performance. In the future, it will be interest-
ing to compare different scheduling strategies and incorpo-
rate other types of QoS functions presented in Abadi et al.
[1] into our framework and use the control theory to design
a more robust system.
Event correlation engines are a special type of the stream
processing systems that are very popular in the enterprise
computing [2, 14]. Active Middleware technology (Amit)
is one of leading correlation engines [2]. Amit deﬁnes a
rich and extensive language and associated runtime for the
event detection and correlation. In the future, for a corre-
lation system like Amit, the distributed implementation of
the runtime can face the same issues of control of queuing
delays as outlined in this work.
Infopipes at Georgia Tech is another project, whose goal
is to deﬁne and implement a data-stream processing sys-
tem [21]. Infopipes provides a new abstractions that sim-
plify development of distributed data-stream applications.
A related project from Georgia Tech presents a distributed,
utility-driven, resource allocation algorithm [23]. This al-
gorithm takes into account business utility of operators in
order to aggregate them and deploy them on a distributed
network of servers. We envision that smart utility-driven
scheduling still has to be performed by the runtime after
allocation, since many times the re-allocation of operators
may be costly.
Another stream processing system, called STREAM, is
being developed by a team in Stanford [5]. STREAM
proposes SQL-like language, called CQL, for querying
streams. STREAM emphasizes approximations of the cor-
rect result to speed up the query processing and minimize
memory use. The scheduling algorithm proposed as part
of STREAM focuses on the memory management [3]. It
does take into account latency bounds on query execution,
but it is not QoS-driven as is Borealis or our algorithm. In
addition, this algorithm is not designed for the distributed
environments, where the local choices may negatively ef-
fect the latency on the downstream server machines due to
queuing delays.
There are many other stream processing or continious
query systems being developed [11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 28,
32, 34, 35]. Several of them are designed speciﬁcally for
the network trafﬁc monitoring domain [16, 34]. Some pro-
pose a general service infrastructure for development of the
stream processing systems [17, 32]. Many of these systems
are either not distributed or use shared memory architec-
tures. However, some of them are distributed [17, 32], and
can beneﬁt from our scheduling algorithms.
Lastly, Δ-data ﬂows represent a different and novel
snapshot-based paradigm for the stream processing [25].
The scheduling algorithms presented here do not extend to
the Δ-data ﬂows environment. In Zimmerman et al. [40],
several alternative algorithms for the scheduling of the Δ-
data ﬂows are presented.
Many of the existing stream processing and event dis-
semination ideas and concepts are made into real-world ap-
plications such as IBM WebSphere ESB [18], Oracle Ap-
plication Server [26], BEA ESB [6], SAP [30], and TIBCO
ESB [37]. Our scheduling algorithms can also be useful in
the context of these systems.
There are several areas outside of stream processing that
are relevant to our research. These areas include the steady-
state approximation of Markov chains using aggregation-
disaggregation [7, 33], and the approximate mean-value
analysis [29] for estimating the expected queue sizes. How-
ever, the structure of our Q-matrix is not suitable for these
approaches. Instead our approximation exploits the unique
structure of the Q-matrix to achieve limited scalability.
Work on FAST TCP, a new TCP algorithm that uses
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control theory to formally show stability and optimality of
the congestion control algorithm can serve as an example
of how we can apply the control theory to the scheduling
in a stream processing system [27]. Generally, the area
of stochastic control and its applications in system anal-
ysis are the tools that we will continue to use in our fu-
ture work on the control-based, distributed scheduling algo-
rithms [24, 31].
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